Proposal Summary

It will spread the idea of sustainability to not only the art students but of any student who walks through. The art students also have a lot of good ideas that show the creativity of recycling. Also I think it was a huge success this year, we got the idea out to a lot of people and K and K recycling wants to take it across town and with the right support across the state.

Technical Advisors and Collaborators

Wendy Croskey
wecroskrey@alaska.edu

Budget Detail

prizes-100
gala-100

just this year i’d like to add 200 to the budget to get our own walls so we don’t have to borrow them from the theatre department every year, they may not always be available. So either we can build them or have an art student build them

Budget Justification

The prizes will be for more incentive to submit in the art project and also it makes us seem more cordial. Its a good gesture for all the artists as well, we can either do a prize for the best pieces. It would be public driven to choose the best pieces of art.
The gala again is for a show of good faith for everyone.
We should also provide water bottles for the everyone at the gala in order to save money and then we’d be giving out bottles and saving paper and plastic

Project Value

Again it will spread the idea of sustainability on campus and hopefully throughout the community. The main focus is recycling but even so it will show the creativity in recycling material and promote recycling in general.

Implementation Plan

I haven't looked at dates but I imagine that by January I would want the dates of the show set up, and by February have all the smaller details worked out for the show. Then I'd have the show near earth week and set up and tear down will depend on the dates.

Qualifications & Experience

I worked to put up the art show that was in the wood center
Group/Department
RISE

Sustainability Area
Social Sustainability

Supporting Documentation (if provided) follows: